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Scholars have complex information needs
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Metadata Standards
What? Who? Where? When?
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search over organisms, processes or habitats is not possible
https://www.gfbio.org/ I‘m looking forshrub species
in a subtropical
forest
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How to search for biological data?
1.) What information categories are required to 
determine the search context?
2.) How to enable data search over these categories?
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Information Categories
A) Question Corpus with 169 search and research
questions, e.g.:
Do butterflies occur on calcareous grassland?
What are associated taxa?
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Information Categories
A) Question Corpus with 169 search and research
questions, e.g.:
Do butterflies occur on calcareous grassland?
What are associated taxa?
B) 13 categories were identified, evaluation with 9 
domain experts, finally 10 categories have been
verified
Organism, Environment, Process, Material, Quality, Event, 
Person, Location, Time, Human Intervention
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Organism Environment Quality Process Material
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User Interface I
- form-based - one








- NLP based - category is
determined automatically
- SPARQL template over all 
categories for a first result
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Demo
User Interface I: https://cloud.uni-jena.de/index.php/s/iibAyfwPcmGMjLo
User Interface II: https://cloud.uni-jena.de/index.php/s/mcCTiHqF8ZHy7Sj
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Which interface do you prefer?
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Thank You! Questions?
@felicitasloe
@fusionUniJena
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